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01. Some drugs can’t be bought at a drugstore without a doctor’s ______.
(A) describe (B) description (C) prescription (D) subscription
02. George has an ______ for music; he picks up melodies very fast.
(A) aptitude (B) attitude (C) gratitude (D) magnitude
03. Decide how much money you will need. Find out the price of food, books, and other things you will buy.
Have a ______ so you don’t spend too much.
(A) budget (B) back account (C) credit card (D) traveler check
04. It is impolite to _______ when someone else is speaking.
(A) interchange (B) interpret (C) interpreter (D) interrupt
05. Emily is having a tough time whether to dress _______ or formally for the party tonight.
(A) conservative (B) respectively (C) casual (D) casually
06. Will you show me the ______ way to open this?
(A) proper (B) gradual (C) therapy (D) out loud
07. I can’t _______ her name. I have completely forgotten it.
(A) produce (B) erode (C) recall (D) tune in to
08. The truck was trapped in mud owing to the driver’s _____ of the condition of the road.
(A) treatment (B) frequency (C) expressions (D) ignorance
09. Your offer is not satisfactory but _____. Let’s make it a deal.
(A) attraction (B) acceptable (C) snobbish (D) comprehend
10. As long as you keep _____ negative gossip about people, that will definitely not improve your popularity.
(A) to spread (B) spread (C) spreading (D) to be spread
11. It is urgent that the case _____ the priority. I want it to be settled without any delay.
(A) be given (B) has given (C) was giving (D) gave
12. _____ with the heavy traffic and rushing to get across town, Jenny caused an accident on the freeway.
(A) Frustrating (B) Frustrated (C) Be frustrating (D) Having frustrated
13. Praised for their outstanding abilities, these experts were _____ the best engineers.
(A) thought of (B) referred (C) regarded (D) considered
14. Produced for many years in Japan and becoming very popular in the US, the small _____ car has had a tremendous
impact on the auto industry.
(A) recovery (B) security (C) economy (D) discovery
15. We _____ believe that with your cleverness and hard work, you will be successful in the near future.
(A) firmly (B) attractively (C) normally (D) invitingly
16. Collected from donators and sorted according to size, the clothes were _____ to low-income families.
(A) distributed (B) bargaining (C) discriminated (D) respecting
17. If Steve _____ up last night, he wouldn’t fall asleep in class now.
(A) hadn’t stayed (B) wouldn’t stay (C) didn’t stay (D) weren’t stay
18. It's estimated that a country which sets higher educational standards for women _____ much lower infant mortality
rate as well as fertility rate.
(A) have (B) has (C) are (D) does

＜背面尚有題目＞

19. I admire the writer _____ science fictions are always imaginative and fascinating.
(A) whom (B) that (C) whose (D) who's
20. The only thing _____ I really need at the present is a suitable job.
(A) which (B) where (C) what (D) that
21. Stop _____ the nonsense now, _____ I'm going to tell Mom.
(A) to say, but (B) saying; or (C) said; or (D) say; and
22. In the restaurant business, _____ is the most important thing to think about.
(A) search (B) source (C) location (D) conscience
23. I wish I _____ your advice, but I didn't pay attention to you at that time.
(A) had taken (B) took (C) would take (D) would have taken
24. Linda was disappointed at not getting the job, but she’ll _____ it.
(A) get over (B) come across (C) go well with (D) stand for
25. Unproductive employees will be _____ for the company’s next target of layoff.
(A) patterns (B) necessity (C) advertisement (D) candidates
26. It is important to strike a _____ between career and family commitments.
(A) balance (B) response (C) chord (D) competition
27. More and more people are ______ the environmental pollution.
(A) standing to (B) taking up with (C) caring about (D) letting on
28. My mother ____ that old chair and bought a new one.
(A) threw (B) threw down (C) threw away (D) threw up
29. A white blouse goes with her black hair.
(A) matches (B) declines (C) spoils (D) spoil
30. Only seven students showed up for the class meeting.
(A) approved (B) derived (C) appeared (D) agree
31. The boy spoke very softly to his girl friend.
(A) murmured (B) uttered (C) whispered (D) mumbled
32. Most of her books are on loan from Amy, who lives just around the corner.
(A) purchased (B) borrowed (C) received (D) searched
33. Plastics have taken the place of many materials.
(A) reviewed (B) replaced (C) rejected (D) rewarded
34. His friends left him as soon as he ____ money.
(A) ran away
(B) ran out of (C) out of order (D) ran out at
35. I hope you never ____ studying English.
(A) give at (B) give up (C)give away (D) give in
36. While on holiday I hate to ____ how much money I spend
(A) keep off
(B) keep in touch
(C) keep track of (D) keep off
37. To put off a meeting means to _____.
(A) look for it (B) put it in place (C) postpone it
(D) take place
38. A: What kind of deserts do you have? B: ______
(A) Give me the Menu, please.
(B) I’ll have caviar.
(C) We have apple pie and cheesecake.
(D) Red wine will be fine.
39. A: Can you tell me where you are going? B: _____________.
(A) I think so
(B) To Pittsburgh (C) I hope I have a wonderful time
(D) So do I
40. A: What's the purpose of your visit? B: _____.
(A) I'm traveling with two other friends
(B) We're here for sightseeing
(C) You can check it out from the front desk
(D) We'll stay at a youth hostel

